## Comparison Legend Notes

The Comparison Legend lists the data fields present in the existing TWIA Residential Declarations Pages and presents a side-by-side comparison of the data fields present in the revised TWIA Residential Declarations Pages.

### Fields

**Column A: Item**
The first column lists the data field items in sequential order. There are four different categories of items corresponding to the various changes made to the data fields included in the Declarations Pages. Each category is represented by a different color.

- Item numbers with green borders are present in both the existing Declarations Pages and new Declarations Pages.
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- Item numbers with blue borders are present only in the new Declarations Pages.
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- Item numbers with yellow borders are present in the existing Declarations Pages, but, while being stored elsewhere in TWIA’s systems, are not included in the new final Declarations Pages output.
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- Item numbers with red borders are present in the existing Declarations Pages, but not the new Declarations Pages. These data fields were removed from the new Declarations Pages to reflect updated business processes.
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**Column B: Existing Residential Declarations Page Text**
The actual text present in the existing TWIA Residential Declarations Pages.
Column C: New Residential Declarations Page Equivalent
The actual text present in the new TWIA Residential Declarations Pages.

Notes
Bracketed Text
If text is contained in [brackets] this indicates either the information varies, or the text within the bracket is a note regarding the actual text in the Declarations Pages.

Sample Information
All information contained in the screen captures was generated for sample Declarations Pages and does not relate to any actual policy or application information.